
12:00 PM–1:00 PM 

REGISTRATION AND LUNCH

1:00 PM–1:10 PM

WELCOME ADDRESS

1:10 PM–2:00 PM

UNDERSTANDING SMART BETA AND 
FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS: THE CASE FOR 
REVENUE CFP | IMCA

VINCE LOWRY, Lead Portfolio Manager, OppenheimerFunds 
Revenue Weighted Strategy Team

BRIAN LEVITT, Senior Investment Strategist, OppenheimerFunds

Market capitalization weighted index funds have become an 
increasingly popular way for investors to gain access to a broad 
market. However, historically market cap has not always been the 
best indicator of stocks’ long-term performance. During this 
session Vince Lowry, previous founder and CEO of VTL Associates, 
and Brian Levitt will explain why using fundamental factors, and 
specifically revenue, has the potential to provide better than market 
returns with full transparency into the investment process.

2:00 PM–2:50 PM

VISION IN ACTION: EVOLVING YOUR BUSINESS 
FOR SUCCESS IMCA

In this interactive panel discussion, three veteran advisors will share 
insights on how they are evolving and adapting their approaches to 
create better client outcomes and sustained growth in their 
business. Conversation topics will include best practices and 
lessons learned on managing teams, clients and investments in an 
unpredictable market.

PAT DWYER, Merrill Lynch–Private Banking & Investment Group 
CLARKE LEMONS, Water Oak Advisors 
NADINE MILLER, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management

MODERATED BY:  

JAY GENTRY, Divisional Manager, OppenheimerFunds Inc.

2:50 PM–3:00 PM 

BREAK

3:00 PM–4:00 PM

CONSTRUCTING AND MANAGING A 
SYNERGISTIC TEAM

PAUL BLEASE, Director, CEO Advisor InstituteSM

The majority of FA associations that call themselves a team aren’t. 
In too many cases they are simply “working groups” that share 
ideas and resources, cover each other when they are out of the 
office, but still maintain their individual clientele. This model has all 
of the headaches and challenges that come with aligning, 
communicating and managing a team, with virtually none of the 
leverage and synergy that can make the team so much more 
productive than their sole practitioner brethren. This program, using 
the metaphor of an army squad, teaches the power and efficiency 
that can come from a small team of highly specialized practitioners, 
unified around a common vision and goals, to ultimately win the 
battle for their clients as well as themselves.

4:00 PM–4:50 PM

THE FUTURE OF FINANCIAL ADVICE IMCA

STERLING SHEA, Associate Publisher, Head of Wealth 
Management Programs, Barron’s

Sterling Shea of Barron’s examines the critical trends influencing 
the development of the wealth management industry. The 
presentation will focus on the adjustments and strategic shifts 
successful advisors are making in order bolster momentum and 
deliver better, and more viable outcomes.

4:50 PM–5:00 PM 

BARRON’S TOP ADVISORS AWARDS

5:00 PM–6:30 PM 

COCKTAILS & NETWORKING RECEPTION
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